
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Osterreich 

OSTERSITTEN UND BRAUCHE / CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS 

der Osterbrauch, die Osterbrauche (Easter custom or tradition) 
die Ostersitte, die Ostersitten (Easter custom or tradition) 

HOW TO CELEBRATE EASTER IN AUSTRIA 

In some parts of Austria Easter fires are lit during the night before Easter Sunday. In a tradition 

dating back to pagan times people meet around the fire to sing and dance - and the more agile even 

jump over the fire (but don't try this one at home). 

On Easter Sunday the 40 days of fasting for Lent officially come to an end. This is an excellent 

excuse to tuck into a traditional Easter brunch with sweet bread (Osterpinze), cold cuts, coloured 

eggs and horseradish. 

For those with children, the mythological Easter bunny traditionally hides colourful Easter eggs, 

sweets and small presents around the house, or if it's warm enough, in the garden. Children are also 

given a delicious cake in the form of a lamb (Osterlamm), traditionally by their godfather or 

godmother. 

Easter eggs are a big deal in Austria and there are usually two kinds - the decorative ones and the 

chocolate ones that you eat. The decorative ones are real eggs which have been carefully blown 

beforehand so they are a hollow shell. After being painted and decorated they are hung in windows, 

on plants and on bunches of willow twigs. 

A popular way to decorate eggs is to use ferns and small flowers which are attached to the egg 

before it is coloured or stained, and then removed to leave a pattern. In some parts of Austria a 

game is played where the eggs are knocked together (Eierpecken), an Easter version of conkers. 

Reindling, traditional cake from Carinthia. 

Austria isn't just famous for its Christmas markets, it also has plenty of wonderful Easter markets, 

where you can stock up on regional goodies and enjoy live music. 


